


Rock Drilling is a complex operation, and a powerful tool is required 
to work with it. The Pneumec Thumper series DTH hammer is 
precisely what you need. Its simple and robust design makes the 
Thumper series highly reputable as a reliable, high performance and 
easy servicing tool. With a hammer range of  3” to 30”, and with the 
supplement of the Pneumec DTH button bits and the various types 
of Pneumec  underreaming systems, you can count on Pneumec 
to to drill any sizes from diameter 90mm up to 1200mm.   All Thumper 
hammers are fitted with standard API REG connections. Hexagon 
connections or Beco connections can be produced upon request.

The Thumper ‘C’ Series is designed upon field proven 
hammer technology with superior penetration rates. It 
incorporates with an inner cylinder and a rigid piston 
for its long-lasting lifespan. It has proven itself the 
best Hammer on the market in all kinds of demanding 
conditions and applications, and especially providing 
better drilling in soft ground conditions and against 
larglarge volumes of water. The ‘C’ Series is available 
from 4” Hammer to 8” Hammer.

The Thumper ‘VL’ Series is a superior but versatile 
Hammer, specifically built for drilling applications 
where high penetration speeds are vitally important. 
It’s unique design concept provides much greater 
impact energy and ultimate drilling performance for 
absolute maximum productivity in almost all ground 
conditions. The Pneumec ‘VL’ series works with drill 
bitbits without Foot Valves and any problems previously 
associated with them are completely eliminated.



The Pneumec PES underreaming system is a 
two piece eccentric drilling system to drill and 
simultaneously case a hole through unstable 
ground conditions that are commonly known 
as overburden, and is especially effective for 
casing diameters from 114mm to 273mm. The 
eccentric pilot bit is retained inside the guide 
devicdevice by mean of a pair of interlocking lugs. 
When the system is rotated clockwise, the 
pilot bit opens up to drill a hole large enough 
to allow the casing to be pulled into the hole. 
After completing the hole, the eccentric bit is 
closed by reverse rotation and the drill string 
can then be retracted from the cased hole.



The Pneumec P-CON underreaming system 
is specially designed to drill and case a hole 
through unstabled ground conditions for large 
diameter casings from 323mm up to 813mm 
diameter. The P-CON is characterized by 
its concentric design that incorporates a full 
face pilot bit together with three independent 
reamersreamers. Its design revolutionizes system 
performance in difficult overburden drilling. 
The pilot bit drills through the loose formation 
and the reamers behind simultaneously 
widens the hole sufficiently for the casing to 
slide down. This two-stage drilling concept 
greatly increases the penetration rates and 
iis particularly efficient in hard abrasive and 
decomposed rock conditions.



P-CON-E 240                   293MM                                   240MM                            273MM                 260MM            QL8, SD8, DHD380

P-CON-E 560                   635MM                                   560MM                            610MM                 584MM            N180, N240

P-CON-E 660                   735MM                                   660MM                            711MM                 685MM            N240
P-CON-E 745                   838MM                                   745MM                            813MM                 780MM            N240

P-CON-E 610                   685MM                                   510MM                            660MM                 532MM            N240

The Pneumec P-CON-E underreaming system is 
the economical version of the P-CON system. Its 
concentric design consisting of only a driver bit and 
reamers makes the system very easy to operate 
and maintain. At the beginning of the operation, 
the reamers are in the closed position to allow the 
system to pass through the casing shoe. When drilling 
commencescommences, the reamers will open up when rotating 
in clockwise direction, and ream a large enough hole 
to allow the casing to be carried down the hole. The 
P-CON-E system has a complete flat face when the 
reamers are opened, and this effectively improves the 
penetration rate of the drilling.





The Pneumec P-RING concentric drilling 
system is designed to drill and case a hole 
simultaneously through unstable ground 
conditions. The driver bit incorporated with 
a sacrificial ring or reusable ring makes it 
a perfect drill with a complete full face that 
significantly improves the penetration rate and  
holhole straightness. The internal flushing grooves 
together with the casing shoes gives a good 
seal to the bottom of the drilling hole, and thus 
minimizing the disturbance to the surroundings 
in certain sensitive ground conditions.

Advantages :
 • full face head design for faster penetration
       and straighter hole
 • less torque is required
 • can drill in vertical, horizontal or any
       direction
 • minimize disturbance to the drilled hole
 • varied ring bit diameters to suit different
       casing requirement
     •      • some models provide extra large ring ID for 
       DTH Bit to pass through if drilling into rocket 
       socket is required with DTH Bit.





PNEUMEC DTH Button Bits are manufactured 
using the highest quality nickel chrome alloy 
steels and tungsten carbide buttons for optimum 
strength and longer sustained bit life. All our bits 
are subject to rigorous quality control throughout 
their manufacturing process giving you a perfect 
drilling tool for all kinds of rock conditions. 
BecausBecause Pneumec realizes your cutting needs, 
all our bit face configurations are well designed 
for faster penetration and chip removal. They 
are also designed to minimize chuck and body 
wear of your DTH hammer, with a wide range 
of head patterns including concave, convex and 
flat face with hemispherical, ballistic or parabolic 
buttonsbuttons. DTH button bits are available from 
90mm up to 1200mm diameter.



Drill Rods, Adaptors & Accessories



Down-The-Hole button bits are designed to cope with 
a variety of different drilling conditions. The cutting or 
rock fracturing comes from the special grade tungsten 
carbide buttons that are in the face of the bit. Drilling 
in hard rock is very abrasive, and these buttons will 
eventually wear down to a smaller size and in some 
instances crack or shear off. It is not cost effective to 
throthrow away a forging simply because some buttons 
are worn or broken, especially for larger diameter 
bits. In the past, contractors were able to resharpen 
tungsten carbide buttons on site only if they were 
unbroken. Pneumec’s remanufacturing process 
replaces even the most shattered tungsten carbide 
buttons cost effectively,  greatly  extending bit life.
Remanufactured bits operate at no less efficiency 
than that of new ones, in some cases the depth drilled 
by remanufactured bits has been found to exceed that 
of new ones. Pneumec currently has the capability 
to remanufacture button bits ranging from diameter 
165mm up to  850mm. 
PneumecPneumec’s remanufacturing process can normally 
double the life of a drill bit. Experience has shown 
that drill bits can be remanufactured 2/3 times, 
providing that specific test criteria are met, therefore 
saving the need for new forgings. During customer 
consultations, Pneumec offers practical solutions 
to specific problems. Pneumec have successfully 
redesigneredesigned various face patterns that have given 
customers superior depth over the original face 
design. We are eager to customize solutions for our 
customers to ensure their needs are met. 


